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About This Content

[Transcript from 1959 experimental Sputnik launch, Read with Russian accent] This is Launch control. Cabin atmosphere and
pressure stable. Testmonkey is in seat. Ignition sequence starts. 4... 3... 2... 1... Boost. We have lift-off. All tanks pressurized.

Tower cleared. Wait minute... Monkey is out of seat. Monkey get back in seat! Yuri!!! No Yuri that is not banana, that is
experimental warpcompressor control mechanism. Yuri! Take out of mouth. Nooo! Yuri You're short circuiting the... (static).

This DLC contains a custom skin for Yuri in Awesomenauts. You need to have Yuri available as a playable character in order to
access the skin in-game. Owning this skin will also unlock the special portrait for use in-game.
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Minimum:

OS:Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 10

Processor: Any processor with 2 Cores

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD or NVIDIA videocard with at least 512MB, or Intel HD Graphics

Hard Drive: 3.5 GB HD space

Other Requirements: Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Dutch,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Great game.. A beautiful prequel to the arma series, really good to see the roots of Bohemia and the Arma series. I don't
normally write reviews, Mainly because there is barely any games lately worth writing a review from.

BUT THIS GAME, GUYS! It hit all the points of RPG mixed with RTS and they gave us an amazing story and the ability to
make our character. Granted there isn't many customization options but still creating a character was what was missing from the
first one as well as how easy it is to buy the schematics for all the races. It's beautiful to be able to get them all from a merchant
rather than having to scour every little piece of each level to ensure you find each one and to have some you didn't have pop up
at the very end of the game like in SP3 that you couldn't even use. Picking two classes to have to level together is just as
amazing as well.

This game i hope has some more story and features added on to it cause it's absolutely wonderful. I've been a spellforce fan for a
very long time and was kind of sad about SP3 but they def had a major come back with this one. Is there a few bugs? Yes. but
nothing that they won't fix i'm sure. Plus they added modding options which is great too. They did everything right with this
game! I've boasted about it on every channel of social media i have because it's so wonderful.

The current cons to this game is that some of the quest rewards aren't really worth it. Customization doesn't have many options.
It would be nice to have some battlemage armors that don't make you look like a brick and give me some amazing wands that
look as cool as the wintermage one! lol. It's just a great game and so worth the buy.

To the company THANK YOU so much for the loyalty price. I can't thank you enough for that. I felt ripped off with SP3 but
you def made a come back!. Too Damned Grindy. Resolution locked at 720p, interpolation works poorly, controllers have some
bugs here and there...

It is an amazing mecha game, and worth buying in a sale, but still needs more refinement ro get it at full price. Somehow the
soundtrack is more expensive than the game itself.. You've gotta be kidding. This doesn't last even an hour. On top of that, the
plot is not coherent. The progress is rushed. It is like cramming a whole year of relationship into a single night.

I don't recommend at all. Other free VNs are much better than this.. Great game, super fun, and at the price of .99 A must buy.
Just.... Just don't.
I'm not even going into "why". For all the wrong reasons.
Damn...
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Bad, bad, bad. Graphics are terrible, loading times that give you time for reading the Lord of the Ring. This looks messy at best.
No update lately. As far as I am concerned, complete waste of money.. - Buggy
 - Limited resources, despite the description
 - Exporting to Ubuntu is a lot of work
 - Intentionally breaks WINE support
 - Often breaks assets, and projects, altogether
 - Super expensive for something that's so limiting, when there are much better engines out there for free
 - Requires frequent logging in
 - Mandatory updates, which also adds to the frequency at which you must log in
 - Have to log back in if you are offline for a certain amount of time
 - Have to log back in if you had a system roll-back
 - Have to log back in if you change any hardware
 - Have to log back in if your project is due within the next thirty minutes
 - Have to log back in if you're in a hurry
 - Have to log back in if you sneeze
 - Have to log back in if you're already having a bad day
 - etc.. Game is actually very good. Wow. This is an incredible visual novel. I'm not all the way done yet, but I am so impressed
by the quality and realism of the writing. The content is "heavy" and I would be cautious about accessing it; but I found it takes
the concepts seriously and with gravitas. Recommended for adults as I can't see teens "getting" this.. I just got this game today,
in early access, and I ended up playing over an hour in one sitting. I was unsure about this game, just because I've played about
45 hours of the first game, and I've unlocked all I've cared to, and it would take quite the shake up to make a sequel seem worth
getting, to me. I was some reviews say that this is barely an upgrade to the first game, and it would be best to wait as it gets more
updated. But, I don't think that's fair to say, this is more than Beat Hazard 1 with the DLC included, and new HD graphics. This
adds plenty more enemy types and weapons to unlock, it does take a few songs to get a handle of things, and be better prepared
for the new enemies. It's also fun starting back at square one, and unlocking everything again, perk unlocks are very frequent,
and it won't take long before you get your favorite weapons back, and unlock some new ones to see what you think of them, and
settle on your ideal load out since you can only use 4 special weapons at a time. There's also stuff where you can unlock extra
lives and other things to make the game easier, and you can unlock a couple harder difficulty settings too. I also like that you
can pick your music folder from your hard drive and the game will index everything for easier navigation, my only thing would
be to put in an option to ignore "the" so you don't have 50 bands in the T section because they begin with "the." It also has
settings to connect to every streaming music service. There's every option you need for all the music you listen to. I'd say this
game is very worth it in it's current state, and I'm sure there's plenty more cool stuff planned in future updates.. um the wheels
dont work they just sink in the ground and also could you change how you rotate the screen to right click instead of middle
mouse click i know you are just a one man team but please fix\/add these thank you. While the prospect of this was good, the
execution is lacking. The detail is poor compared to what it could've been, and the scenarios are broken. No matter what I do, I
can't complete "out with the old" successfully. The lighting is a bit plain and doesn't have the same atmosphere as other routes
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